Monoclonal antibody against A1 Lewis d antigen produced by the hybridoma immunized with a pulmonary carcinoma.
A monoclonal antibody (CALed) against a human pulmonary squamous cell carcinoma line was cytotoxic to the line but did not react to an autologous B-lymphoblastoid line. Although the antibody was thought to be cancer specific, principally on the basis of this evidence, the antibody actually had the A1 Lewis d (Led) specificity. It reacted with approximately 2% of the random donor T-lymphocytes and with all six lymphocytes from donors who were A1 Led type without reacting to lymphocytes of any other type. The monoclonal antibody reactivity was also absorbed out by A1 Led red blood cells but not by red cells of other types. We conclude that the A1 Led antigen had been synthesized by the pulmonary carcinoma lines but not by the autologous lymphoblastoid line, resulting in disparity for this antigen. Since the combination A1 Led only occurs in 2% of the population, it is difficult to distinguish this type of antibody from tumor-specific antibodies.